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ABSTRACT: CMS DT electronics upgrade involves laying down 3500 optical links from the CMS
experimental cavern to the service cavern, whose lengths must be matched to minimize skew, so
that the present upstream electronics can be reused at an initial stage. In order to assess the cables’
compliance, a high resolution and cost-effective system has been developed to measure the length
uniformity of these fibres. Transit-time oscillation method has been implemented with matched
MTP 12-channel fibre optic transmitter and receiver and a Spartan-6 FPGA. After proper correc-
tions and averaging, millimetre-range accuracy has been achieved.
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1 Introduction

HL-LHC is foreseen to raise the luminosity up to a factor ten, to 1035 cm−2 s−1, with respect to
nominal LHC design. Consequently, some of the electronics in different sub-systems will be up-
graded in order to adapt to the increased data rate. For the CMS Drift Tubes (DT) subdetector [1],
an upgrade to the second level of the trigger and readout electronics chain, currently placed in the
CMS experimental cavern, is in progress [2]. This upgrade will be carried out in two stages, cor-
responding to the two next long shutdown periods of the accelerator: first, relocation of the current
second-level electronics to the CMS service cavern, and second, an upgrade of the electronics to
increase performance. The CMS service cavern is a much more accessible area than the CMS ex-
perimental cavern. Its environment is free of radiation and strong magnetic field, which provides
more ample margin in terms of power supply and dissipation. For this reasons, the necessary up-
grade in electronics performance will be most easily and efficiently carried out in this environment,
increasing, additionally, the ease of maintenance, and, consequently, reducing the probability of
subdetector unavailability.

The twisted-copper pair differential data links currently arriving to the present location of the
second-level electronics [3, 4] are being converted in-place to optical fibre in order to cover the
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Figure 1. Schematic of the measurement system.

distance to the CMS service cavern. In the second-level electronics of the trigger chain, no per-
channel phase adjustment was implemented, and all serial streams arriving to the same board are
sampled with the same clock. For this reason there are strict requirements on channel-to-channel
skew, and thus the fibres’ propagation delays have to be characterized. The maximum acceptable
delay difference between two of these fibres has been established in 1 ns. The fibres are arranged
in 60 trunk cables, 96 fibres each, for a total of 480 MPO fibre cords [2].

In view of this high number of links, a simple and fast system is needed. Common systems
available in the market, based in time-domain reflectrometry [5], are expensive and/or low resolu-
tion (∼20 cm), and usually oriented to single fibre measurement and not 12-channels MPO cord,
increasing significantly the required time of the operation. A parallel-optics, simple and fast system
has been built to measure fibre length with high precision, and is presented in this work.

2 System description

Since fibre validation is to be done before the installation, both ends of the cable are available
for the test, and transmission methods can be used instead of the more-demanding reflectometry
ones. The transit-time oscillation method [6] has been implemented for this purpose. It consists in
driving the optical fibre with a short-duration pulse and feeding signal from the receiver in the other
end back to the transmitter, creating a self-sustained oscillation. The fibre propagation delay is one
of the terms contributing to the period of this oscillation, and can be calculated from its frequency
once the other terms are characterized. This method allows obtaining an accurate measurement of
the transit time by averaging multiple periods, instead of using a complex time-to-digital converter
to measure one (or several) single edges accurately. It is worth noting that the advantages implied
by the measurement of the oscillation period instead of the timestamp of an edge are not exclusive
of transit-time measurement systems, as a pulse-reflection-oscillation method, that requires access
to only one of the ends, can also be implemented [7]. However, in our case, the availability of both
fibre ends favours the election of the former method for its simplicity.

The transmitter and receiver are 12-channel MTP modules from Avago Technologies (HFBR-
772 & HFBR-782) [8] that support data rates up to 2.7 Gbd. The oscillation-starting pulse is
injected into the loop by a 1-to-16 LVDS clock distribution chip which is disabled for the oscillation
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measurement. The parallel differential feedback bus is AC-coupled, what causes the duty cycle to
stabilize at 50% after a few cycles. This bus is read and the frequency measured separately in each
one of the 12 channels by the Spartan-6 FPGA present in a SP605 evaluation board. This FPGA
also drives the clock distribution chip for initial pulse injection, and communicates with a computer
through a serial link for process control and measurement readout. The computer runs a LabVIEW
program that allows automatic cable testing. The electronic system (transmitter, receiver, FPGA,
cooling and power supply) was packed in an aluminum box. A schematic of the system is shown
in figure 1.

3 System calibration

Fibre homogeneity can be expressed both in terms of length and delay. As is well known, the
conversion factor between these two magnitudes is given by the speed of light and the fibre optic
refractive index, which is a vendor-provided parameter. For the fibres under test, the refractive
index specified in the datasheet is 1.482. However, other factors can alter this relationship, e.g. the
cord’s bending radius or the operating temperature. Since the system used provides a measurement
of the propagation delay, calibration and accuracy determination have been done in units of time.
In this section, we discuss the calibration of the system for the accurate measurement of the prop-
agation delay of a fibre optic cable, which is considered constant and stable. It doesn’t account
for variations in this propagation delay caused by the modification of ambient temperature or the
manipulation of the cord.

Since the fibre’s contribution to the total oscillation period is considered constant, the accuracy
of the measurement will be limited by the stability of the system’s contribution to the oscillation
period and the accuracy with which it can be determined.

3.1 Resolution

In each measurement cycle, the FPGA uses its internal clock to measure the time elapsed until a
user-specified number of edges is detected in the electrical feedback part of the loop. The averaged,
3-byte period reading is output through the serial link to the computer, so that resolution is 0.15 ps,
and the measurement range is 0–2.56 µs. The integration time is, thus, selectable; in our case it
was set to approximately 325 ms, which corresponds to counting 220 edges of the 310-ns period
oscillation induced in the 62-m fibre link being tested.

The measurement range is enough for our goals, as well as the resolution, since it is finer than
other errors present in the measurement. However, the FPGA can be easily re-programmed to suit
other measurement needs.

3.2 Temperature

Variations in temperature produce changes in intrinsic characteristic of semiconductors, such as
drift and diffusion coefficients or intrinsic carrier density, and this, in term, affects the temporal
behaviour of all electronic and electro-optical components (amplifiers, lasers, pin photodiodes) [9]
in both transmitter and receiver. The datasheet of these modules states that “an EEPROM and state
machine are programmed to provide both ac and dc current drive to the laser to ensure correct
modulation, eye diagram and extinction ratio over variations of temperature and power supply
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Figure 2. (a) Evolution of the oscillation period with time while cooling is taking place. (b) Variation of
period vs. case temperature.

voltages” [8]. In order to assess the influence of temperature in the system’s contribution and the
effectiveness of the correcting mechanism, the system was operated with a 62-m fibre cord and the
oscillation period measured under different environmental conditions, varying the temperature and
flow of an air blower directed towards the heat sinks of the receiver and transmitter modules.

Several steps in the (2–2.5) ps interval were observed (for example, in the register plotted
in figure 2a), especially linked with periods of variation in the devices’ temperature. These are
attributed to the corrections in current drive carried out by the transmitter and receiver modules.

The oscillation period was registered for all 12 channels, together with 6 measurements of the
temperature of the transmitter’s and receiver’s heat sink, obtained with a 80T-IR Fluke infrared
temperature probe. In order to be able to position the temperature probe, this measurement was
done with the aluminum box open. Figure 2b shows the scatter plot of the variation of period
of the different channels and their average against the average value of both modules’ heat sink
temperature, which was varied from 35 oC to 75 oC. The lowest end of the temperature range
was obtained by blowing room temperature air into the heat sinks, and higher temperatures were
produced by blowing air from a 1 kW heater straight into the modules. The actual measurement
conditions with the aluminum box closed and a room temperature of ∼25 oC correspond to a
heatsink temperature of approximately 65 oC, as calculated by comparing the periods measured on
the same cord under both conditions. As it can be seen, the dependence of period on temperature
is small at low temperature, of approximately 0.1 ps/K, increasing to up to 0.7 ps/K at the higher
temperature range (which corresponds with the actual closed-box measurement conditions) for a
full range variation of 20 ps.

If temperatures are kept stable and at comfort levels, the error produced by temperature vari-
ations should remain in the range of 5 ps. Additionally, since a change in the state machine can
occur at any moment with any small variation of temperature, the measurement is also subject to a
2.5 ps inaccuracy.

3.3 Transient response

The transient before reaching an stable operating regime can take some time after a long period of
unpowered storage, or even after the disconnection and reconnection of the fibre cord. In order to
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Figure 3. Measured period over time for two closely-matched channels.

assess this stabilization time and to be able to measure correctly, as well to evaluate medium-term
stability of the system, the evolution of the oscillation period was monitored with a 62 m cord con-
nected, after several hours disconnected from the power supply, and after fibre cord disconnection
of 30 s and 300 s.

In the first case, variations observed after 1000 s of operation were smaller than 1 ps. 60 s after
startup the measurement was deviated 6 ps from the final value, and after 300 s it was only 3 ps
away. No noticeable variation was observed in the measured oscillation period after disconnecting
the fibre cord for 30 s or 300 s.

A large, isolated step with 20 ps of amplitude was, however, observed in one of the channels,
not associated with any recognizable change in the state or environment of the system. Although
this step was unique and not possible to reproduce, the chance of it happening again is unforesee-
able and should be taken into account when evaluating the final system’s accuracy and reliability.

3.4 Number of active channels

The number of active channels has the potential to affect the measurement due to the different
thermal dissipation that the transmitter and receiver have depending on the kind of signal. In
order to test this, the 12 channels were disconnected sequentially. After approximately half of the
channels are disconnected, strong steps associated with each new disconnection are observed in the
remaining channels. These steps are in the (0–150) ps range.

These strong variations have not been considered for the evaluation of the system’s accuracy,
because the disconnection of individual channels is not part of the intended use procedure, and, in
fact, the lack of transmission in any subset of the channels would indicate a defective cable.

3.5 Cross talk coupling

Channels with similar propagation delays (within 15 ps of each other) were found to couple due
to edge synchronization. This phenomenon can be observed in figure 3, in which the coupling
and de-coupling of two channels over time is shown. The cross talk coupling distorts the period
measurement and can happen at any time with similarly lengthed fibres, although, luckily, it is
easily recognizable since the two channels show extremely well matched delays.

This coupling is probably due to a high extent to the fact that, because of the tight packing
of the optical modules’ footprint pads, the pcb tracks corresponding to different pairs run closely
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spaced and parallel for several millimetres. However, this phenomenon was also observed, although
with smaller difference in their respective intrinsic oscillation period, between channels whose
electrical paths are completely apart. Since we can safely assume that cross coupling along the
optical path is negligible, some coupling must exist within the optical modules. The datasheet [8]
acknowledges this possibility and integrates its effect into the maximum contribution to the total
jitter specification, which is 160 ps.

3.6 Calibration at operating conditions

The system’s contribution to the loop delay has to be characterized as a function of the oscillation
period in order to properly use the system to measure the absolute fibre optic propagation delay or
length. Note that for the measurement of fibre differences, expected to be in the nanosecond range,
this calibration is not strictly necessary. This contribution (τ) can be written as a Taylor series as a
function of either the total oscillation period (T ) or the fibre propagation delay (t):

τ =
∞

∑
i=0

ai ·T i =
∞

∑
i=0

bi · t i

T = t + τ

The characterization of τ has been done in three stages. First, it was verified that the contributions
due to Taylor terms higher than one (corresponding to the function’s curvature) could be disre-
garded. Next, the magnitude of the first-order term was evaluated. Finally, the zeroth-order term
(offset) was determined.

3.6.1 Curvature

The oscillation period was characterized with different combinations of three fibre cords (A, B and
C): A, A+B, A+C, A+B+C. The fibre propagation delay, as well as the zeroth- and first-order terms
of the system’s contribution (expressed as a Taylor series of the fibre propagation delay t) cancel,
leaving only the second and higher order terms, by making the following algebraic combination of
the measured oscillation periods:

TA +TABC−
(
TAB +TAC

)
=

∞

∑
i=2

bi · t i

Two measurements were done, one with A cord of 62 m length, B and C of 2 m (310 ns and
10 ns, respectively) and another with three 62-m cords. The higher-than-one terms contribution
was evaluated for all 12 channels, resulting in values 0.4 ps ± 2 ps (first case) and 2.3 ps ±8 ps
(second case). Thus, we conclude that we can safely neglect the contribution from these terms
without incurring in a noticeable error. Although we have concluded that we can safely assume
that i > 2⇒ bi ≈ 0, it can be proven that this also holds true for the ai coefficients.

3.6.2 First order

The first order term can be evaluated by connecting a 62 m fibre cord and taking, in addition to the
standard period measurement (T1), a measurement in which a double oscillation is injected in the
loop (two light pulses per period, apparent period T2 ≈ T1/2). Under these conditions, and nulling
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the higher-than-one terms, the fibre propagation delay and the zeroth order term cancel, but the first
order term remains:

T1−2T2 = a1 · (T1−T2)

A 62 m cord was used for this measurement, and the first order term was calculated for all 12 chan-
nels, averaging to a value of a1 = (−49±4) ·10−6 (dimensionless). Although a higher operating
frequency is expected to cause an increase in delay because of the higher power dissipation and
temperature, a power increase of 30 % would be necessary to explain the delay variation when
switching from 3.2 MHz to 6.4 MHz, and it can be verified that this is not the case. A feasible
explanation to the magnitude of the a1 coefficient is based on the fact that the receiver is internally
AC-coupled (100 kHz cutoff frequency) and that the feedback bus is also AC-coupled with a sim-
ilar time constant. The period of the signals being considered is not so short so as to disregard the
effect of the high-pass filter: right before each edge, the differential signal has diminished due to de
effect of filtering, and this contributes to a faster switching of the following stage during the tran-
sition. The shortening of the rise/fall time is more pronounced the longer the oscillation period is,
and can be expected to produce an effect of the same order of magnitude as the measured a1 value.

The linearity of this effect should hold well whenever the oscillation period is still much lower
than the filters’ time constant (10 µs), which fits with the typical use scenario of these kind of
multimode fibre links.

In the case of the fibre links we are characterizing, this effect accounts for approximately 15
ps of the total oscillation period. If the measured propagation delay is used to calculate the cord’s
length, the correction of this effect (∼ 3 mm) would be an order of magnitude smaller than the
caused by the limited precision with which the refractive index is known, which is also a first
order effect.

When comparing the propagation delay of two fibre links like the ones we are using, the error
committed due to the effect of neglecting the nonzero first-order term in the system’s contribution
to the period is less than 0.1 ps, far below many other sources of error previously characterized.

3.6.3 Offset

The zeroth-order term, the offset, can be characterized [6] by measuring the oscillation period of
two different cords (A, B) and the oscillation period with both of them connected (A+B). In order
to do so, and since both A and B cords have to be female-female to be able to connect to the optical
modules, a means to properly align the fibres had to be provided. Two 0.69 mm diameter rods
were cut and introduced in the holes of one of the female MTP connectors to convert it to male.
The first-order term cancels in the equation and higher-order terms have already been ruled out,
so we have:

TA +TB−TAB = a0

The offset was calculated for multiple combinations of the 8 cords available in one trunk cable,
and values between 2.25 ns and 2.5 ns were obtained for each of the 12 channels. The calibration
values have been plotted in figure 4.
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Figure 4. System’s zero-order contribution to the measured oscillation period.

3.7 Measurement limits

There is a physical limit to the maximum oscillating frequency (∼ 400 ps) and the minimum period
the FPGA is able to measure in its current configuration (∼60 ns). However, smaller propagation
delays can easily be measured by adding a known optical offset (a male-female fibre cord) to
the measurement.

On the other side, since the fibre optic modules are AC-coupled, slow oscillations (> 20 us, see
3.7.2) cannot be sustained, which bounds the measurable frequency range from below. However,
if the overall length of the cable is known, a measurement can be obtained by injecting a higher
number of pulses in the loop.

3.8 Accuracy

Considering all the error sources exposed and imposing reasonable conditions to our measurement
procedure, we have calculated the accuracy of our system for the measurement of fibre propagation
delay differences to be 30 ps, which is good enough for our delay-matching needs.

4 Cable assessment

The present trigger electronics are capable of correctly receiving and deserializing the data stream
with variations in the delay of up to ±6 ns. In order to have a reasonable margin of security, the
manufacturer was demanded to comply with the following homogeneity specification: at least 4
cords in each trunk cable must have all of its fibres within a 1 ns interval. All the cords in one of
the trunk cables were measured and offset-corrected. In figure 5a, the histogram for the difference
between each fibre’s propagation delay and the corresponding cord’s average propagation delay has
been plotted. In figure 5b, the histogram for the absolute propagation delay of all fibres has been
plotted. In the subsequent discussion, a distance value in cm is given in parenthesis, in addition
to the time value in ns, for easier visualization of the magnitudes involved. However, this value is
dependent on the actual index of refraction, which is not known with precision, and possibly varies
from fibre to fibre.

For each MTP cord, the delays were found to be closely matched, with σ = 0.13 ns (2.7 cm),
being 0.65 ns (13 cm) the maximum difference observed. For the trunk cable, delays are matched
with σ = 0.4 ns (8.2 cm), maximum difference = 1.5 ns (30 cm). Two 4-cord subsets can be
chosen with maximum difference < 1 ns: 0.55 ns and 0.89 ns (11 cm and 18 cm). These results are
in compliance with the stated homogeneity requirement.
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Figure 5. (a) Histogram for the propagation delay difference to the mean value of the corresponding MTP
cord. (b) Histogram for the absolute propagation delay of all measured fibres.

Since fibre bending can affect delay, tests were done to assess the possible impact of different
routing in the detector. Several qualitative bending tests were carried out: 5-cm radius bending
of an individual cord, 20-cm of the trunk, deformation of the whole 50-cm rolled trunk by 10
cm, application of torsion and transversal compressive force to the trunk cable. The strongest
delay modification was observed when deforming the whole rolled trunk, and was found to be
negligible (< 25 ps).

5 Conclusion

The transit-time oscillation method is easy and relatively inexpensive to implement, and yields ex-
cellent results in terms of accuracy for propagation delay measurements. We have built a system
based on this method for the simultaneous measurement of the propagation delay of the 12 fibres
in a MTP cord, and we have characterized it. With the appropriate measurement aids, the measure-
ment range limits are virtually inexistent. The sources of random error have been studied, and the
deterministic error calibrated, resulting in an accuracy of 30 ps.

The system has been used to characterize the propagation delay differences existing in an
8-cord trunk cable. The differences comply with the requirements required to the manufacturer.
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